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Interconnected technology is part of everyday life! 

For most of us, the benefits offered by technology in the interconnected electronic 

world are part of our everyday lives.  

Whether we are communicating using email or social media platforms, managing our 

money with online banking, paying our utility bills, purchasing goods and services, or 

accessing the seemingly endless source of information available on the internet, we 

are increasingly interacting and transacting using electronic technology. In fact, we 

are being encouraged to do so, for example by companies offering discounts for 

electronic payments and billing and the government mandating we file our tax and 

PAYE data online.  

The rapid adoption of mobile technology, such as smart phones and tablets, is 

accelerating the move to more and more widespread use of the internet to 

exchange, find and submit real-time information. 

Of course every time we place an order, send an email, pay a bill, etc., data is 

created and exchanged. The software we use is the engine, however data is the fuel 

that runs all these activities. And data is valuable. Just take a look at Google, ranked 

by Forbes as number 2 most valuable brand in the world, (only surpassed by Apple) 

and you’ll begin to appreciate just how valuable data can be. Google’s mission is to 

“organise the world’s information….”  

 

The impact of technology in the surveying workplace 

Just like it is in our personal lives, data and the power of an interconnected world are 

valuable at work, and surveyors are in an excellent position to take advantage of the 

opportunities this presents. 

Let’s start with your clients. The pressure is on surveyors to deliver more and more, 

quicker and quicker and often coupled with a downward pressure on fees! Clients 

expect their surveying partners to work faster and smarter. Whether it be financial 

institutions, insurance companies, property owners and managers, landlords or 

tenants, more and more clients are demanding that surveyors provide information 

electronically. Clients are moving towards wanting intelligent data from surveyors 

that they can access and use in the way they want, rather than receiving paper 

based survey reports containing information that then needs to be re-keyed into the 

client’s own systems. Surveyors are uniquely positioned to embrace this challenge 

and add real value. 

What does this world of integrated property data look like and how do surveyors take 

advantage of the opportunities it presents?  
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Property data from multiple sources 

Data is becoming available from a range of sources. One example data source is 

BIM (Building Information Modelling). BIM has been around for some time, driven by 

a desire to reduce the costs of construction and operating buildings. It is only in the 

last few years that it has found traction and since April 2016 has been mandated on 

UK government procured construction projects. However, BIM is often confused as 

being all about flashy 3D images and building “fly-throughs”. This is a misconception 

fuelled by the big CAD companies who continue to play a leading role in promoting 

BIM and the fact that most early use of BIM has been graphical, for co-ordination 

and collision detection. In truth the graphical images are just one aspect. BIM is also 

about electronic project and asset data in the built environment. It provides intelligent 

data about each element of the building, complete with meaningful attributes and 

documentation that help operate the building after handover from construction. The 

annual survey undertaken by the Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA) reveals 

that BIM adoption had risen to 54% of construction professionals by 2015, before the 

government mandated adoption had even begun. So it stands to reason that data 

from BIM will become more and more widely available to surveyors. 

Other sources of data that surveyors can access to undertake their work include 

surveys undertaken using drones. Increasingly drones are used to survey difficult 

and inaccessible areas, for example surveying roofs as an alternative to erecting 

scaffolding or cherry-pickers. The accuracy of data and images from drones makes 

them a viable source of data for surveyors. 

Historic information about the property and its assets can often be provided 

electronically from other software systems, such as property management or 

facilities management databases. This data may also prove useful. 

The list of electronic data sources available to surveyors goes on, such as 

spreadsheets, CAD drawings, digital photographs, etc.  

 

The uniquely valuable role of surveyors 

All this data about a property forms a useful source of foundation information for the 

surveyor, but it is the surveyors who update and add valuable information as part of 

their surveying process. Uniquely they have regular and up-to-date visibility as they 

go about capturing survey data. 

As building surveyors assess the condition of the property, whether it be for 

acquisition due diligence or perhaps leasing purposes, they capture vital information. 

When assessing a building value for insurance purposes such as reinstatement cost 

assessment or perhaps value for finance requirements, the surveyor records 

important information. 

Or perhaps the survey is to schedule and quantify planned maintenance 

recommendations. Again, the surveyor is capturing valuable data. 
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In fact, surveyors provide a vital link in the ongoing data chain about a property. 

They are the ‘special sauce’, uniquely positioned to keep data about properties up to 

date and accurate by layering valuable data onto that original source data. 

 

The opportunity 

This unique role presents surveyors with an opportunity to build up an electronic 

repository of data about properties that can be manipulated, aggregated, sliced and 

diced by service or element within a property or even across multiple properties in a 

portfolio, enabling surveyors to deliver new levels of intelligence and services to 

clients, or even derive new revenue streams (See Figure A). 

It stands to reason that having sourced electronic data about a property, then gone 

on to add additional valuable data through the surveying process, that delivering 

information to the client electronically makes total sense. Perhaps providing clients 

with a login to their own ‘portal’ where they can view, analyse and manipulate their 

own data, then generate their own reports if they wish would be advantageous. 

Equally beneficial would be downloading relevant data directly into a client’s own 

back-office software systems or spreadsheets, such as PPM data into a property or 

facilities management package, using proven data exchange methods that have 

already widely adopted in other industry sectors, such as Excel, CSV, XML, etc. 

By storing and using the data wisely, surveying practices can gain competitive 

advantage. For example, the surveyor who has data about properties from previous 

surveys must surely have an advantage when it comes to surveying those properties 

again. 
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Figure A: The Value of Survey Data 

 

Time to get on board 

Of course, the digital revolution in surveying won’t happen overnight. But it has 

already begun and surveyors getting involved early can have an advantage. The 

starting point is moving to capturing and storing survey data electronically rather than 

pencil and paper. Proven technology is already available now to capture, edit and 

publish survey information and is being increasingly widely adopted by many 

surveying practices. There is no reason to delay getting involved. 
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